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This easy-to-read alternative treatment guide could save your valuable life. The publication
explains why alternative strategies work better than regular toxic treatments and presents
details about the scientific basis for them, including the amazing formula called Protocel, which
has produced incredible cancers recoveries in the last two decades. This second edition of
Outsmart Your Cancer includes fresh chapters, an audio CD with inspiring recovery testimonials
from cancer survivors, and an incredible amount of valuable details. Twenty-one different
alternative methods are discussed along with real-life stories of people who totally recovered
from a number of advanced or late-stage cancers using alternative approaches. Outsmart Your
Cancer explodes the myths about alternative cancer treatments and explains why non-toxic
methods are more effective than conventional ones.
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The 16th and My BEST Tumor book! Incredible book on cancer! Best I've seen, in fact it is the
16th cancer publication in my own library. CANCER-FREE does a better job of providing useful to
help understand the "malignancy establishment.5 years ago. Tried Essiac Tea for the 1st few
weeks, but the taste was bad enough she would not continue it. Had the opportunity to have
supper with Bill and his wife, and discuss health issues. I purchased about 88 books from Bill
straight (discounted, by-the- case) and passed them to my members also discounted. Amazing
win-win situation! Best Investment Ever Amazing book, every single chapter chock full of hope
and possibility. He could still be offering books by the case. But now has his own battle with
cancer and might not wish to be bothered until he beats it. Costs Henderson is a real jewel. We
simply celebrated my wife's 10 season anniversary, since Mayo Clinic first diagnosed her tumor,
and she appears totally cancer free. Plays 2 hours of tennis on Monday mornings, and 36 or
more holes of golf, on championship courses, every week. Very well done! During these last 8.5
years since meeting Bill, and using his publication, we used the Budwig Diet (3.5 tablespoons of
flax oil), Transfer Point Beta Glucan (2. I've a lasting storage of helping a pal, Barbara (breast
malignancy) discuss her problem with Costs, from my kitchen table, as he coached her. I have a
health club here in The Villages, Florida, and also have made 4 tumor presentations based on
CANCER-FREE, and additional information I have acquired. I still make the Budwig Diet plan for
lunch almost every time, for both folks. This book was a life saver for me as I had Waldenstrom's
lymphoma. This is the only recipe that people have been able to enjoy for a long period of time -
over 3 years now. It is also my "cheap" insurance against cancers, and is a superb meal
substitute. We've evolved to adding a frozen triple berry mix (from Sam's), orange juice, and
stevia (Right now Foods Better Stevia), after completely blending the FO and CC. I have no
cancer complications, but have found it has solved my rosacea and dried out skin problems. I
actually look forward to lunch. Now period to examine OUTSMART YOUR CANCER, 2nd Ed. This
book is a must have for anybody with cancer or knows someone with cancer. Do it now before
you here those words. Tanya defines jargon as she will go, and makes complex topics very clear.
With 506 pages in OUTSMART vs 375 in CANCER-FREE, she has a lot more welcome details,
that adds clarity and is much more interesting. Sometimes, it was hard to put the reserve down. I
watched my mom die from chemo so I have first hand knowledge of the fruitlessness of that.
Budwig's problems as she created her protocol. Like her boss wanting to bribe her into not really
publishing her findings, that would interfere with his financial interests. She said no,
experienced to leave her position, no one else would hire her, since her boss had blackballed
her. But, then she was able to spend a lot more time with individuals, and there are over 1000
documented cases where she cured significant cancer cases.. Absolutely no symptoms what so
ever. I've multiple books covering Budwig, and hers is usually by far the best!Update: 7-14-16 Just
received a very sad email a couple of days ago. Like: Protocel, 714X, Hoxsey, Cesium High pH
Therapy and others. Anyone of the might have had the opportunity to save a friend, dying of
Stage IV lung cancers recently. Do it today. They are among the foremost authorities on its
make use of and program. I've followed some of them, and they have already been useful aslo.
Bottom line: I would give it 6 or 7 stars if possible. This is a very informative book, I recommend
it to many who might need it. She does a good work of displaying that there really are practical,
effective, and nontoxic solutions available, and contains testimonials, both in the book and in
her included audio CD. It even seems more precious than CANCER-FREE by Expenses
Henderson, that we used to "resolve" my wife's Non Hodgkin's Lymphoma, whenever we bought
his 2nd edition, about 8. Scanning this book saved my entire life !. If just one, I would go with
Outsmart. I will try to react to comments.. But, on top of that, she covers several treatments that I



had not seen, or at least not in enough fine detail to make them sound effective and well worth
pursuing. Not really from his Non-Hodgkins's Lymphoma, but from cardiovascular problems. Bill
Henderson died on July 4th. He was making improvement with the NHL using natural protocols.
For information: [.John Richards, President, Achieve Better Health Club, The Villages, Florida..]. I'll
miss Bill a whole lot.5 caps/time), Catalyn (3 per day, from Standard Process), and improved her
diet (zero ice cream, and more veggies primarily). His wife, Terry, will continue his work. that
cause cancer to begin with!! We spent about 45 minutes. I'll update this when I learn more. Ty!I
recommend Ty Bollinger's: "The Truth About Cancer" internet site: [. And she gives better details
on how it works.. After that investigate them and talk to people who have effectively outsmarted
malignancy with a therapy in the book. He is very beneficial and proactive in fighting cancers,
and probably the most active current crusader. The stories about Protocel are uplifting and the
fact that the merchandise has survived many of the FDA's attacks tells me it is successful.. If the
budget allows buying both books, that might be the best of most worlds. I wished I acquired got
it when I first bought Cancer-Free, over 8 years ago. I was diagnosed in 2011 with kidney tumor,
went to stage 4 in August 2013. A friend gave me Tanya's publication. After doing one of the
choice protocols in the publication, in April 2015 I was declared cancer free. During my research
prior to choosing what protocol to do, I contacted people who are now cancer free using
protocols out of this book." Things like issues the patient will encounter with doctors, medical
institutions, and actually from well-meaning friends and family, and he makes an excellent
suggestion of securing an advocate to help with making decisions. Great man who helped a lot
of people. I came across the chapters on Protocel and rejoiced1 Of course you will find negative
reviews for every single tumor treatment out there, including chemo and radiation, and
especially anything alternative. A great many other solutions are outlined in this terrific
informational publication but this is actually the one which rang the most accurate for me. For
instance, her debate on the Budwig Diet ("Flaxseed Oil and Cottage Cheese" page 207) added
some extremely fascinating details on Dr. People whose malignancy recedes after that hellish
treatment need to have been very, quite strong to survive the detrimental effects of the
chemicals since it poisons the WHOLE body. This book is crucial have for anyone with cancer . I
have been diagnosed with breast cancer and had a lumpectomy. I am now taking a yr of
protocel to make sure no sneaky little cancers cells want to take up residence again. In reading
this book, I think it is astounding how many Cancers Interventions have been suppressed which
have proven themselves to work on individuals who had "terminal" malignancy and no hope for
recovery. Big Pharma certainly doesn't need you using anything they can not charge you an arm
and leg for! This is an excellent book. I wish I possibly could give it 10 stars. She has cut back to
about 2 tablespoons of Flax Oil the last six months and I still make use of 3 tablespoons of FO. I
did so the Protocel and the doctors are no more finding the cancer. Thank you Tanya for writing
the publication and telling anybody who'll listen there are various options for treating cancer
alternatively that may work. I've bought about 25 of your books to give to people with cancer. I
want I possibly could give your reserve ten stars. Your publication not only gives people wish but
many practical options to treat cancer. ESSENTIAL Read for Cancer Alternatives As a
naturopath I counsel wellness and insist my clients read and investigate at least three
alternative therapies from this text. The time to consider an alternative is prior to the
psychological shock of hearing those words and phrases. A great read. Select three of the
therapies that seem most likely to be ones that you would follow.]. You will have less success in
the event that you wait until after the chemo and the radiation I urge you investigate the
Protocell process. The folks at Webnd.com can help you answer your questions. She includes



additional get in touch with information at the end of every chapter, that includes other sources,
telephone numbers and website information, and likely costs involved. I've a three stage
protocol that I share with my customers and every one of the processes result from the
publication. Outsmart your Tumor is crucial have for anyone who is concerned about the
possibilities of a cancer visitation. Tanya Pierce, like Costs, has taken a difficult topic, and done
a fantastic job for us lay people. Only if I experienced bought this reserve out 3 months earlier, I
truly think that either the Protocel or Cesium approach would have proved helpful for him.
Understand this book You'll be so happy with your understanding of the many alternatives The
author is a true champion and I would trust the author with some of my clients That is why this
book Outsmart your CancerIs a must read for most of them . Great book, evidence, truth,
sources, very informative! In case you have malignancy, or want to help a person who does, this
is actually the best single book that I would recommend. People have to know there are
alternatives, I am hoping this reserve continues to shed light for most people. Five Stars Very
Informative! Great chance of clubs. I am thrilled by the concentrated prosperity of information in
this book that's new to me despite my daily questing on the Internet for past 1 1/2 years. By
considerably, the single most important resource that I've come across on healing malignancy.
The author is an exceptional writer. She makes what could possibly be very complicated very
interesting and easy to understand. I so want I had uncovered this book when my husband was
first identified as having Stage IV Prostate Cancer so that we're able to have started most of the
fairly inexpensive interventions right away. It costs slightly a lot more than $100 per month and
has no bad side results I can detect. Ty! As I recall, she actually is a retired nurse, and could
execute a bang up job. I urge you to read this reserve cover to cover . Gave interesting ways to
consider. Very good book on cancer Very good book on cancer. I have described it often since
both we have cancer therefore many of our friends and acquaintances have it aswell! Too bad
there isn't even more regulation on pesticides, etc. His caring and persistence almost oozed thru
the phone. Five Stars Great info. Five Stars Excellent condition
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